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Human factors/ergonomics



Our research topics (last 2 years)

• Human-vehicle system
• Take-over interface design

• Heavy machinery design
• Excavator controller design

• Mobile devices
• Multi-device experience

• Blockchain applications
• NFT marketplace user experience

• Augmented reality systems
• AR interface design for supporting manual work tasks

• Foldable displays
• Perception of foldable display quality

• XAI
• Smart-chair based low back pain recognition system



Agenda

• To enhance the audience’s understanding of the human factors concept ‘trust’ in 
the context of human-AI collaboration

• To present our group’s recent work on the comparative evaluation of different 
explanation types for a smart chair-based low back pain telediagnosis system 



Trust in human-AI collaboration



Trust

• Trust, a social psychological concept, is important for understanding human-
automation (AI) partnerships. 

• Trust can be defined as: “the attitude that an agent will help achieve an 
individual’s goals in a situation characterized by uncertainty and vulnerability.”



Appropriate trust in automation

• Appropriateness of trust?
• ‘The relationship between the true capabilities of the agent and the level of trust’

• Inappropriate reliance associated with misuse and disuse depends, in part, on 
how well trust matches the true capabilities of the automation. 

• Supporting appropriate trust is critical in avoiding misuse and disuse of 
automation.



Appropriate trust in automation



Trust



Trust and explainability

• Explanation interface design is a key consideration for supporting appropriate 
trust.

• Information displays must be designed to explain machine decisions/predictions 
clearly and in an easy-to-understand manner.

Explanation interface examples



Comparative evaluation of explanation interfaces for a smart-
chair based low back pain recognition system



Backgrounds

• Domain-specific XAI



Backgrounds

• Mixed sensor smart chair system for real-time posture classification
• Classifies a posture as one of 11 predefined sitting posture categories



Backgrounds

• Smart chair for real-time posture classification



Backgrounds

• Smart chair-based low back pain (LBP) recognition system
• An extension of the mixed sensor smart chair for real-time posture classification

• Classifies a user as either a chronic low back pain (CLBP) patient or a non-patient

• LBP
• The most common disorder worldwide (80% of the population)

• Causes enormous economic and social losses

• CLBP refers to LBP persisting for more than 3 months



Backgrounds

• Smart chair-based LBP recognition system
• The mixed chair smart chair system is used to generate a time sequence of sitting postures 

while a user is performing computer typing for a one-hour time period.

• A binary classification model (the CLBP detector) classifies the user as either a CLBP patient 
or a non-patient on the basis of the posture-time sequence.
• Machine learning (the CatBoost algorithm) was used to develop the binary classification model.

• The binary classifier utilizes a set of features:
• Relative frequencies of some posture categories 

• Time changes in relative frequencies of some posture categories 

• Number of posture categories observed during the one-hour time period



Backgrounds

• Smart chair-based low back pain (LBP) recognition system



Research problem

• Research questions:
RQ 1) How can the CLBP recognition system’s diagnosis result be best explained to the user?

RQ 2) How do existing XAI methods (explanation types) compare in terms of XAI evaluation 
metrics?



Experiment

• Participants:
• 22 males and 24 females

• 19 ~ 33 years old (24.7 ± 3.4)

• Each participant was assigned randomly to one of two groups (diagnostic output): the CLBP 
patient group and the non-patient group

• Different levels of AI/ML knowledge were represented



Experiment

• Four local explanation types:
• No explanation
• Feature attribution explanation
• Example-based explanation
• Decision tree explanation

• XAI evaluation metrics:
• User experience metrics (5-point scales)

• Understandability
• Satisfaction
• Sufficiency
• Completeness
• Usefulness
• Perceived accuracy
• Trustworthiness

• Cognitive load (9-point scale)
• Pass’s cognitive load rating



Experiment

• Experimental procedure:
• Introduction session:

• The purpose and procedure of the experimental study were described

• Learning session:
• The definition and characteristics of CLBP were provided

• How the smart chair-based CLBP recognition system works was explained

• The three explanation methods were explained

• Experimental trials:
• The interface prototypes for the different explanation methods were presented

• The participants took enough time to examine and interpret the interface prototypes, and, then, 
performed subjective ratings (UX and cognitive load) 

• The presentation order of the four explanation types was randomized for each participant, with 
complete counter balancing



Explanation interface prototypes 
(diagnostic output: ‘CLBP patient’)

• No explanation



Explanation interface prototypes 
(diagnostic output: ‘CLBP patient’)

• Feature attribution explanation



• Example-based explanation

Explanation interface prototypes 
(diagnostic output: ‘CLBP patient’)



Explanation interface prototypes 
(diagnostic output: ‘CLBP patient’)

• Decision tree explanation



Explanation interface prototypes 
(diagnostic output: ‘non-patient’)

• No explanation



Explanation interface prototypes 
(diagnostic output: ‘non-patient’)

• Feature attribution explanation



• Example-based explanation

Explanation interface prototypes 
(diagnostic output: ‘non-patient’)



Explanation interface prototypes 
(diagnostic output: ‘non-patient’)

• Decision tree explanation



Experiment

• Experimental variables:
• Independent variables:

• Explanation type: no explanation, feature attribution, example-based and decision tree

• Group (diagnostic output): CLBP patient, non-patient

• Dependent variables:
• 7 UX measures

• Cognitive load rating

• Data analysis:
• ANOVAs

• Post-hoc pairwise comparisons



Results

• ANOVA results



Results

• ‘Explanation type’ main effects: UX measures



Results

• ‘Explanation type’ main effects: UX measures



Results

• ‘Explanation type’ main effects: cognitive load



Results

• ‘Explanation type x group (diagnostic output)’ interaction effect: perceived 
trustworthiness (trust)
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Discussion

• Compared with no explanation, the three explanation types resulted in better 
user responses. This indicates that the existing XAI methods are useful.

• Overall, decision tree explanation appeared more advantageous compared with 
the other alternatives.
• Decision tree explanation was found to be significantly better than the other alternatives in 

terms of understandability.

• Decision tree explanation also resulted in a significantly lower mean cognitive load score than 
example-based explanation.



Discussion

• Decision tree explanation was found to be significantly better than the other 
alternatives in terms of understandability. This may be because:
• People are already familiar with the use of “IF ~ THEN ~” rules in describing a decision 

process. 

• A set of “IF ~ THEN~” rules (decision tree explanation) fully and directly describes how a 
decision is made.  On the other hand, feature attribution and example cases do not. They are 
indirect at best in describing a decision process.

• Understanding the notions, feature importance and example cases, requires some mental 
models associated with AI/ML methods.

• When using decision tree explanation, one only needs to process one “IF ~ THEN ~” rule at a 
time – a decision process can be broken down into a series of easy-to-process rules. On the 
other hand, feature attribution explanation requires integrating multiple feature importance 
values. Example-based explanation also requires comparing the case of interest with each of 
the examples presented in the multi-item vector representation. Such mental integration is 
demanding and would compromise understandability.



Discussion

• Decision tree explanation also resulted in a significantly lower mean cognitive 
load score than example-based explanation. Again, this could be explained on the 
basis of differences in human information processing requirements:
• When using decision tree explanation, one only needs to process one “IF ~ THEN ~” rule at a 

time – a decision process can be broken down into a series of easy-to-process rules. Example-
based explanation also requires comparing the case of interest with each of the examples 
presented in the multi-item vector representation. Such mental integration is demanding and 
thus increases cognitive loads.



Discussion

• The ‘explanation type x group (diagnostic output)’ interaction effect on perceived 
trustworthiness (trust) was statistically significant, indicating that the utility of a 
particular explanation type may change according to what the machine diagnosis 
is. However, the interaction effect was rather small.  
• This finding seems to suggest that the utility of a particular explanation type/method would 

change according to a machine decision (diagnosis) and its implications. This warrants further 
investigations. 



Discussion

• Whilst the explanation types considered were found to be useful compared with 
‘no explanation,’ their mean ratings were not great. For the UX measures, none of 
the mean values were greater than 4 on the 5-point scale. Also, the mean 
cognitive load scores were greater than 4 on the 9-point scale. There is room for 
improvement.
• The explanations based on the existing XAI methods may not address the real information 

needs of the users in the particular context of a smart-chair based CLBP recognition system.

• Pre-determining user information needs based on existing XAI methods may not be effective. 
A better approach might be to discover user explanation needs specific to each particular AI
application context through some systematic contextual inquiry and analysis. 



Conclusions

• Overall, the existing XAI methods were found to be useful. Especially, decision 
tree based explanation seemed better than feature importance and example-
based explanations.

• Despite their utility, however, the existing XAI methods and the information they 
provide may not fully address the users’ information needs.

• Methods for identifying the user information needs specific to each particular AI
application (e.g., telediagnosis) domain are needed.
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